We consider a four-dimensional flat-space Friedman universe, which is filled with two interacting ideal fluids (the coupling of dark energy with dark matter of special form). The gravitational equations of motion are solved. It is shown that in some cases there appears a periodic universe with finite-time cosmological singularities and also the universe becomes static in the remote future.
INTRODUCTION
In the present work we investigate a phenomenological model of the coupling of dark energy with dark matter of special form (for a review, see [1] ), where there is a dark energy with a non-linear inhomogeneous equation of state and a dark matter with a linear homogeneous equation of state (for a review of similar models in modified gravity, see reference [2] ). There is a lot of interest in the study of a nature of the coupling of dark matter with dark energy responsible for the acceleration of cosmic expansion. Among the different possible models that have been considered in the literature there exists a model in which a dark energy and a dark matter are described by the ideal fluid with an unusual equation of state. Very general dark-fluid models with an inhomogeneous equation of state were introduced in the papers [3] [4] [5] , (see also the examples in [6] ). The ideal fluid with a time-dependent non-linear inhomogeneous equation of state has been considered in the papers [7, 8] . Some examples of such kind of equations can be found in papers [9, 10] . It is known that the time-dependence of the parameters in the equation of state of ideal fluid can lead to a transition from the non-phantom era to phantom one in the evolution of the universe (see [11, 12] ). The cases where the parameters w and ! in the equations of state are stationary or they depend linearly on time are also described. Under a corresponding choice of the interaction between a dark energy and a dark matter the expressions for a scale factor and its first and second derivatives are obtained. The values of the parameters where the universe expands with acceleration (quintessence) and with deceleration are found. It is shown that the interaction between a dark energy and a dark matter may lead to a periodical appearance of the cosmological singularities [1, 13] . Note that time-dependent equation of state fluid may serve as classical analog of string landscape [14] or of modified gravity [15] .
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THE INFLUENCE OF THE INTERACTION BETWEEN A DARK ENERGY AND A DARK MAT-TER ON THE EVOLUTION OF THE UNIVERSE
Let us consider a universe filled with two interacting ideal fluids: dark energy and dark matter. In a spatially flat Friedman-Robertson-Walker metric with a scale factor ( ) a t the background equations are given by [1] : 
First of all we will investigate the stationary case where the parameters 1 2 , w w in the equations of state and the parameter ! don't depend on time:
where 1 a is a some constant.
Taking into account equations (1)- (3) we obtain a gravitational equation of motion for the system "energymatter":
where
The solution of the equation (4) looks like:
where ( )
Then we obtain the gravitational equation for the dark matter:
We choose the interaction term between a dark energy and a dark matter in the following form:
In this case the energy density of a dark matter is given by:
where 2 C is an integration constant.
Hubble's rate becomes:
It occurs a periodic universe with Big Rip type singularity when (10) Thus, the universe expands.
The scale factor is given by the expression:
The first and second derivatives of the scale factor are correspondingly given by:
If 0 < t < ! 2k "# , both derivatives are positive, the universe expands with acceleration (quintessence), and if
the universe expands with deceleration.
Let us suppose that both parameters w 1 , w 2 and ! depend linearly on time:
( ) ( ) ( ) 
where , , , c b d e are some constants. This kind of behaviour may be a consequence of the modification of the gravity (for a review, see [2] ).
Then the equation (4) acquires the following form:
We shall investigate here, for further simplicity, the case
The solution of the equation (15) looks like: If we choose the interaction term in the form:
then one obtains the solution of the equation (18) as:
Huble's rate is equal to:
The periodic universe with finite-time cosmological singularity at
In this case, the energy-density and Hubble parameter simultaneously approach the infinity.
The time derivative of ( ) 
H t becomes:
& H t ( ) =
